
The line dancers should always do 

 

01. Always listen to the DJ! It is customary for the DJ, 

    to say the dances and sometimes include a. 

02. Encourage and support beginners. 

    It takes only a few kind words to a to create new boyfriend. 

03. Always go to the front of the dance floor, 

    when you start a new dance. 

    The others can then be classified better. 

04. Always be polite and apologize, 

    if you're involved in a collision - even if it was not your fault, 

05. Substitute drinks that you accidentally knocks over 

    and you apologize. 

06. Always leave the outer edge of the dance floor 

    free for couple dances. 

07. Always with the current dance - the dance direction is opposite 

    Clock wise. 

08. Show your gratitude always: applaud Life - bands, 

    Dance lessons and DJ - they work hard for you. 

09. Dancing makes you thirsty! So buy your dance partners 

    now and then a beer. If you're lucky, it is 

    focussing more on water and wine and beer you can own drink .... 

10. Also donated a beer once the DJ, who also thirst. 

    May be then he plays, and often times your dancing needs. 

  

The line dancers should never do 

01. Never go with food, drinks, glasses, cans or 

    burning cigarettes on the dance floor. 

02. Never go between a number of dancers through - 

    always go around it or wait ... 

03. Never stand on the dance floor to entertain you - 

    when the music plays! Go to the edge or set up for a chat. 

04. Never begin a different dance than others when 

    not enough space!'s Go to the edge of the dance floor 

    or on a different place. 

05. Do you ever wide - is when the dance floor full, 

    make small steps and pay attention to danger of collision. 

06. Never stops in the middle of the dance, to show to others - 

    you could get in the way. Leaving the show the dance floor. 

07. Get to before: that your feet, knees, arms or elbows 

    become dangerous weapons. 

08. Never give in! Crazy variations, turbo spins, 

    high kicks to get people off the dance floor - namely you! 

    If you want to vary in the formation of the dance, 

    considered as a fundamental rule: 

    Allowed is every thing turns, jumps, etc.., 

    what goes along with the basic movement of the block. 

    So if the other for 5 steps to the window 

    make out, run or dance not just in your 

    Toward the door ... Other wise, there's a crowd. 

09. Never go with spurs on the dance floor. 

10. If you are not sure since if you really dance 

    can, then please dances on the edge of the dance floor! 

11. If you missed the bridges or reboot 

    then please continue to dance as soon as possible! 

    Without stopping for long, because other wise disabled 

    her dance the whole block when. 


